WRITINGS AUTHORED, CO-AUTHORED, OR EDITED BY RICHARD HOLLOWAY

Capacity Building of CSOs

Aga Khan Foundation Civil Society Booklets
   a. Problems in Managing Organisations
   b. Skills in Managing Organisations
   c. Improving Management
   d. The Board and its Functions
   e. Organisational Structures and Systems
   f. Managing People and their Work
   g. Managing Finances
   h. Building a More Civil Society


Establishing and Running an Advocacy NGO
Authored by Richard Holloway and produced by Pact Inc, USA. 2001
Also available in French and Indonesian.

Establishing and Running an Advocacy NGO – Trainers Manual
Also available in Indonesian

Advocacy Capacity Assessment Tool
Authored by Richard Holloway. 1995

Building the Capacity of Non Governmental Organizations in the South - the principles and practice of northern bilateral, multilateral and foundation donors (in two volumes)
Volume 1: Overview and Survey Report;
Volume 2: Organisational Profiles and Illustrative Studies
Co-author of document produced for USAID and the World Bank to support the Interim Steering Committee for the establishment of the International Working Group on Capacity Building for Southern NGOs 1998

Capacity Building of NGOs – Lessons and issues we face:
Contribution from Richard Holloway to Rockefeller Foundation symposium, Kenya 2006

Exit Strategies – transitioning from International to Local Leadership in Bangladesh

From an Idea to a Project - Helping Project Proposal Makers reach a Grant Agreement
Authored by Richard Holloway for CSSP in Indonesia May 2000

Networks
Authored by Richard Holloway - Pact NGO Training materials. 1996
NGO Capacity Building and the place of Resource Mobilisation within it  
Authored by Richard Holloway c. 1996

Setting the Context and Giving Feedback - Consultancy on the NGO sector Tanzania 
Authored by Richard Holloway for Norwegian Peoples Aid, Tanzania. Dec 1996

OOPPP... and beyond - Objectives Oriented Participatory Project Planning 
Authored by Richard Holloway for Pact Ethiopia 1996

The Capacities Needed for a Sustainable NGO  
Diagram authored by Richard Holloway 1996

When your Work is Blocked – adding Advocacy to Service Delivery 
Authored by Richard Holloway for CRS East Timor, 2002

Government-NGO relations

Doing Development – Government, NGOs, and the Rural Poor in Asia  
Edited by Richard Holloway, Published Earthscan, London 1989

Looking for accommodation: Governments and NGOs in the South and East  
Authored by Richard Holloway; paper for the International Society for Third Sector Research  
Second International Conference July 18-21 1996, Mexico City

Resource Mobilisation

Yayasan Bina Swadaya: A Case Study from Indonesia in NGO Revenue Generation linked to the NGO’s Mission 

Sustainability  

Generating income through self-financing  

Generating Income through Self-Financing  
Authored by Richard Holloway 1998

Income Generation through NGO Enterprise  
Authored by Richard Holloway. 1998

Looking at the Options - Strategies for Resource Mobilization for NGOs in Jamaica  

Towards Financial Self-Reliance - A Handbook of Approaches to Resource Mobilisation for Citizens’ Organisations in the South
Adapted by Richard Holloway from the CIVICUS Book “Sustaining Civil Society: Strategies for Resource Mobilisation”

Towards Financial Self-Reliance - A Handbook of Approaches to Resource Mobilisation for Citizens' Organisations in the South
Authored by Richard Holloway. Published by Earthscan, UK. 2001

Authored by Richard Holloway, available on AKDN website

Health Reforms

A Possibility not yet embraced - NGOs and Health Sector Reform in Zambia
by Richard Holloway, Pact Zambia - document produced for the Aga Khan Foundation/USA Policy Seminar on “The Role of NGOs in Health Sector Reform in Developing Countries”
June 13 1997

“A possibility not yet embraced” - NGOs in the field of Health Sector Reforms in Zambia
Overhead Transparencies by Richard Holloway

NGOs and Capacity Building for Health Sector Reform
By Richard Holloway for the Aga Khan Foundation Conference, Dar es Salaam, Sept. 98

Civil Society

Booklets for Civil Society Organisations in Timor Leste
comprising
Introduction to the Series
1. Being an NGO in East Timor – Identity and Values
3. Structures and System
4. Skills and Abilities
5. Material and Financial Resources
6. Managing a Project or Grant
7. Managing People
8. Working in Partnerships
9. Preparing and Reporting on a Budget
10. Managing a Community Project
11. Working with the Government
12. Advocacy

Authored by Richard Holloway for Catholic Relief Services, Timor Leste 2002

The Nature of Civil Society in Bangladesh:
Paper for UNICEF.1992, Dhaka

Clarifying “Civil Society” for Malaysian Citizens
By Richard Holloway (overhead projections)
The Civil Society Toolbox – explanations and resources for Civil Society Organisations

- The Evolution of the Term “Civil Society”
- Understanding Civil Society
- Understanding Civil Society Organizations
- Civil Society Organizations and Government
- Civil Society Organizations and Business
- Financing Civil Society Organizations
- Managing Civil Society Organizations
- Civil Society Organizations and the Law
- Networking amongst and Supporting of Civil Society Organizations
- Advocacy in Civil Society Organizations
- Assessing Civil Society Organizations
- Organizational Development of Civil Society Organizations
- Human Resource Development in Civil Society Organizations
- Civil Society Organizations and Participation
- Civil Society Organizations and Democracy
- International Assistance to Civil Society
- Accessing the Ongoing Adventures of Civil Society - organizations, resources, and others tool boxes

by Richard Holloway for Pact Inc. 1997

Freeing the Citizen’s Sector from Global Paradigms - and trying to get a grip on the moral high ground
by Richard Holloway

Mapping Civil Society: who’s there, who’s where, and how they relate to each other.
Presentation by Richard Holloway of Pact Inc. for CIVICUS Conference, Budapest 1996

Mapping Civil Society: who’s there, who’s where, and how do they relate to each other?
Overhead Projections by Richard Holloway

Not all Citizens are Civil: clarifying and mapping the actors in Civil Society
By Richard Holloway

Disaster Prevention and Response

Bangladesh ‘Learning from Disasters’ Pictures (a) Flood, (b) Cyclone
Edited by Richard Holloway 1993

Draft of a Workshop for FOCUS, Aga Khan Foundation on Disaster Preparedness
Richard Holloway

From Disaster Relief to Development in Zambia - Report on Disaster Preparedness Training Workshop
Delivered by Richard Holloway at Catholic Training Centre, Lusaka, November 1996
Integrity and Corruption

What Indonesia thinks can be done about KKN - Report of a series of 6 Workshops to hear the views of the provinces about KKN and what they consider needs to be done
Managed and reported by Richard Holloway for the Partnership for Governance Reform in collaboration with Forum Rektor - May 02

Breaking Through the Barriers of Systemic Corruption - Using Objectives Oriented Project Planning as a way to think through anti-corruption strategies
Richard Holloway, Partnership for Governance Reform in Indonesia - August 02

Corruption and Civil Society Organisations in Indonesia
By Richard Holloway - Partnership for Governance Reform in Indonesia

Ethics in Fund-raising
by Richard Holloway

NGO Corruption Fighters’ Resource Book – how NGOs can use monitoring and advocacy to fight corruption

Why Bribe?
By Richard Holloway

NGOs – losing the moral high ground: corruption and misrepresentation
By Richard Holloway

Participatory Corruption Appraisal – assessing how corruption affects the Urban Poor
Powerpoint presentation co-authored by Richard Holloway and Stephanie Teggeman (PPs)

Participatory Corruption Appraisal – a methodology for assessing how corruption affects the urban poor
Book co-authored by Richard Holloway and Stephanie Teggeman

Building Institutional Integrity as a way of fighting corruption
By Richard Holloway

Stealing from the People (4 volumes)
   Book 1: Corruption from top to bottom
   Book 2: GThe Big Feast – soldier, Judge, Banker, Civil Servant
   Book 3: Foreign Aid, Business, and State enterprise – counting the cost
   Book 4: The Clampdown – in search of new paradigms

The Poor Speak Up – 17 stories of corruption in Indonesia
Edited by Richard Holloway for the Partnership for Governance Reform in Indonesia. Jakarta 2004

NGOs Fighting Corruption
By Richard Holloway for the International Anti-Corruption Conference (IACC) Meeting in Durban 1996
Social Accountability

Sourcebook for 21 Social Accountability Tools in Nepal
Edited by Richard Holloway for Program for Accountability in Nepal (PRAN). World Bank, Nepal 2012

Accountability, Social Accountability and Program for Accountability in Nepal (PRAN)
By Richard Holloway for World Bank, Nepal 2011

Edited by Richard Holloway. Nepal 2013